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GENESIS	OF	AFRICALEASE	

The decision to create a Continental Leasing Federation, which would take over from Afrolease, was taken at the 
Abidjan Regional Forum on leasing, and both the IFC (International Finance Corporation) and the APSF (Moroccan 
leasing association) were at the core of the project. 

The APSF has started working on its creation (drafting of statutes) since the start of the 2016 social return and on 
Tuesday, December 6, 2016, it welcomed the prospective founding members and representatives of the IFC in order 
to finalize the draft statutes and set the steps and procedures necessary for the creation of the Federation. 

During this meeting in Morocco, the decision was made to organize the Constitutive General Assembly of the future 
Federation before the end of the first half of 2017 and after the sessions of an African congress on leasing to be 
called later "First African Leasing Conference". 

FIRST	AFRICAN	LEASING	CONFERENCE		

The First African Leasing Conference, which took place on Monday, May 8, 2017, were organized around three 
panels: 

▪ Panel 1: "African Leasing Panorama". The speakers drew up a comparative inventory of the economic and 
regulatory environment in certain countries or economic zones; 

▪ Panel 2: "Towards an African leasing market". Participants discussed the prerequisites for laying the groundwork 
for an African leasing market and how the rules and procedures applied to the business could be converged. 

▪ Panel 3: "Marketing and leasing development in Africa". The speakers raised questions related to the 
commercial development of leasing: differentiation and renewal of the leasing offer, relations with equipment 
suppliers. 

In order to shed some light on the horizon of leasing in Africa and to meet the conditions for doing so, it has become 
necessary to mobilize both operators and all their partners in a common professional approach and to formally mark 
their commitment. Hence the most important recommendation of the Conference to create an African Leasing 
Federation. 

CONSTITUTIVE	GENERAL	ASSEMBLY	

The Constitutive General Assembly of Africalease was held on Tuesday, May 9, 2017 where the participation was 
reserved for founding members (10 countries1 and the IFC), as well as for the AfDB (African Development Bank). 

The founding members paid tribute to the President of Afrolease Mr. Juma Kisaame, and the work done by this 
Association. 

According to its agenda, the Assembly adopted the Federation’s statutes, elected its Executive Board members 
and its Council and decided to establish the APSF (Casablanca) as its permanent headquarters. 

																																																													
1	Algeria,	Cameroon,	Côte	d'Ivoire,	Ghana,	Guinea	Conakry,	Mali,	Morocco,	Nigeria,	Tanzania	and	Tunisia	
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PROFESSIONAL	ACTION:	LEAD-IN	AND	KICK	OFF	

The Constitutive General Assembly of Africalease, having entrusted its presidency and established its headquarters 
in Morocco, the APSF (with a mobilized workforce), took care of the lead-in phase and continues to carry out its 
duties as Africalease representative. 

For the most part, the actions are as follows: 

§ constitution of the legal file for the official creation of Africalease; 
§ launch of a website; 
§ promotion of the Federation at international events; 
§ preparation of "Africalease Forum 2018"; 
§ contribution to the edition of the book "Equipment Leasing in Africa - Handbook of Regional Statistics 2017"; 
§ hosting and welcoming letter to Orix Egypt (new member). 

PROFESSIONAL	ACTION:	FIRST	LARGE-SCALE	REALIZATIONS	

"Africalease Forum 2018" (Thursday, April 26, 2018) 

Africalease co-organized with IFC "Africalease Forum 2018" in Accra, Ghana, on Thursday, April 26, 2018. This event 
provided an opportunity to discuss ways of realizing the potential of leasing in Africa, a potential estimated at around 
$83 billion. US. It was an opportunity to: 

§ celebrate ten years of the IFC's ‘Africa Leasing Facility’ program; 
§ promote Africalease to the greatest number of countries; 
§ launch and distribute the book "Financial leasing of equipment in Africa - Handbook of Regional Statistics 2017" 

on which they worked jointly. 

On this occasion, the President of Africalease stated his vision for the development of leasing in Africa and the 
role of Africalease. 

Equipment Leasing in Africa - Handbook of Regional Statistics 2017 

On the practical side, "this handbook aims to estimate the size of the leasing market and its potential for movable 
property in Africa, as a first step to initiate a better dialogue, to generate greater interest and to improve relations and 
collect information in the region in the future. " 

This handbook, which is also intended to serve as a "reference for stakeholders interested in doing business in the 
region," provides practical information, by country: 

§ real and potential market in the field of equipment leasing; 
§ operators and major suppliers of equipment; 
§ whether or not there is a professional association or an "organization dedicated to leasing"; 

In general, "although the leasing market in much of sub-Saharan Africa is not yet fully developed", "the volume of the 
continent's leasing market for movable property (estimated in 2016) to almost 41 billion US dollars (...) " " At the same 
time, conservative estimates put the regional potential at around 83 billion US dollars. " 
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In the 54 countries of the Continent, the manual lists 331 leasing operators in 2016: financial institutions (banks or 
specialized companies) and non-financial companies offering leasing / asset financing offers. 

According to the handbook, leasing has "organization covering leasing" in 28 countries. The representation of the 
leasing takes place within: 

§ a leasing association (11 countries); 
§ a banking association, ‘APBEF’, ‘Association Professionnelle des Banques et Etablissements Financiers’ - 

Professional Association of Banks and Financial Institutions (8 countries); 
§ central banks and other public investment promotion agencies (9 countries). 

In 26 countries, leasing does not have professional representation, given that the leasing activity in one country, 
Niger, does not exist. 

INTERNAL	LIFE	OF	AFRICALEASE	

Africalease's internal life was marked by the first meeting of its Council, continued consultation with the IFC and calls 
for membership and contributions. 

The COUNCIL OF AFRICALEASE met on Friday, 27 April 2018, in Accra, Ghana, on the sidelines of "Africalease 
Forum 2018". 

§ it expressly endorsed Africalease's professional action and its achievements since its creation in May 2017 
and congratulated the entire team working around the President. 

§ It has decided to carry out promotional activities for Africalease within a region of at least five African 
continental regions. 

§ It has recorded that, for the most part, the operating costs of Africalease are provided by the Moroccan 
leasing association, in the form of advances. The APSF was asked to continue this effort, considering that 
the repayments will be made in due time, the time to mobilize contributions. To this end, it instructed the 
delegation to launch the call for contributions without further delay. 

§ Examining the 2018 operating budget draft, it fixed the budget at 150,000 US dollars. 

The CONSULTATIONS WITH IFC focused on how to fully leverage the synergies and the financial support of 
this institution to enable Africalease to carry out its professional action, if only for a period of two years (Meetings in 
Casablanca on Monday, 22 January 2018 and in Accra on Wednesday, 25 April 2018). The Africalease delegation 
drew up a draft convention in this respect. 

The exchanges around the conclusion of a partnership convention were going nowhere, Mr. Mohamed Tehraoui, 
member of the Executive Board of Africalease, increased contacts with the IFC and  as a token of support, he 
obtained logistical aid for Africalease's continent-wide promotional tour in 2019.   

Calls for contributions 

To enforce the decision of the Accra Council, the Africalease delegation launched a call for contributions in October 
2018. For this purpose, it developed a very reasonable contribution calculation scheme, which emphasizes equity 
between countries. 

The amount of contributions has been fixed for "full members" on the basis of the equipment and operating budget 
agreed on in Accra (US $ 150,000). 
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Calls for membership 

During the launch of the contributions phase, the Africalease delegation launched a vast e-mail prospecting campaign 
in order to broaden the membership base (October 2018) and renewed this action at the beginning of 2019 . This 
action was conducted with national leasing associations for all countries, where these associations exist, and with 
operators, in the absence of national associations. 

BRIEF	OVERVIEW	OF	THE	PROFESSIONAL	ACTION	IN	2019	

To enforce the decision of the Council meeting on Friday, April 27, 2018 and with logistical support from the IFC, the 
Africalease delegation went in may and june 2019 on tour in West Africa (Cote d’Ivoire, Liberia, Senegal and Togo) 
and Central Africa (Gabon)  

The visits were made to the leasing operators: managers of banks or banking departments engaged in the leasing 
business, or independent institutions. 

The objective was to present Africalease, through its missions and objectives, highlighting the concrete services it 
aims to offer to operators to develop their trade and their business. It was also about raising their concerns, to ensure 
that the professional action fully meets their expectations. 

---------- 


